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ABSTRACT 

 In this article the writer is attempting to toss some light on how the individual thinking 

and gathering thinking process (gatherings/bunch exchanges) for basic leadership is a functional 

issue, how to defeat the same and how the human mind functions in 6 distinct techniques that 

can be sharpened to make the cerebrum think in a specific course for clarity of contemplations 

and successful basic leadership. The Six Thinking Hats can be connected to gathering thinking 

and at an individual level also to accomplish incredible results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Ever felt stuck in a meeting/dialog? Needed to simply leave a meeting room? Stuck for 

a very long time in a directionless meeting and no choices are perpetually being made? We as a 

whole have confronted such a circumstance at some point in our life. A large portion of the 

times, when individuals enter gatherings, they fear! Why? Since chances are that this meeting 

won‟t reach any conclusion and the discourse will be with no intelligent end. The main thing 

chose will be the „date‟ for the following meeting and a large portion of everybody‟s the reality 

of the situation will become obvious eventually a complete waste! A dear companion as of late 

let me know that he was stuck in a meeting which went on for one and a half hour with no 

choice being made. The main choice made was settling on the date of next meeting. Amongst 

the members, they had two force focuses (effective/Authoritative individuals) and they began 

talking against each other‟s focuses where nobody else could meddle and this lead to inefficient 
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discourses and misuse of everyone‟s time. Such occurrences have been gobbling up so much 

time and efficiency of supervisors that a whole industry has sprung up in the course of recent 

years focussing on „Meeting Management‟ We all have caught wind of John Trosko, an expert 

coordinator, blogger, contributing creator, entrepreneur and Founder/President of Organising 

LA. He founded the idea of „stand-up‟ gatherings by removing the seats from the meeting 

room and ran the gatherings standing; which brought about the normal meeting time radically 

lessening to half. No, I am not astonished with the incredible result! Who might need to remain 

in a meeting and talk about non-gainful out of motivation things as against conventional 

comfortable extravagance seats with tea/espresso and scones. Be that as it may, in India, would 

we be able to truly execute this methodology??? May be not all that effortlessly! Be that as it 

may, unquestionably justified regardless of a shot – if we have our administration endorsements. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

There are a ton of instruments/procedures comprehensively accessible which help us 

direct or compose a decent meeting. A standout amongst the most widely recognized strategies 

for organizing the meeting is:  

 Set clear destinations  

 Make a plan and circle well ahead of time  

 Welcome the right number and the right individuals  

 Concentrate on the exchange point  

 Go about as a policemen (to bring back all on track)  

 Circle minutes of the meet with clear proprietorship on activity focuses  

 

Another route is to compute and demonstrate the expense of individuals included in 

the meeting. Illustration: if 10 individuals are included in a meeting with a normal pay of Rs. 

15,00,000/then the meeting would cost generally Rs. 4,629/ - every hour All these procedures 

concentrate on the most proficient method to direct an organized/short meeting or how to 

draw in everybody to examine and concentrate on the motivation thing. Be that as it may, they 

don‟t examine on the most proficient method to structure the reasoning procedure. There are 

yet some more procedures that even concentrate on organizing our „thinking‟. Strategies, for 

example, "ASIT (Advanced Systematic Inventive Thinking)", "X-sort and Y-sort considering", 

"TRIZ", "Top Down and Bottom Up", "Circumstances and end results Thinking", "Toyota‟s 

five times WHYs", and a different universe perceived procedure is „Six Thinking Hat‟ 

acquainted with humanity by Sir Edward de Bono. This method is a reasoning instrument for 

gathering discourse and individual considering. Joined with parallel speculation which is 

connected with it, it gives a way to gatherings and people to think all the more adequately, and a 

way to arrange the reasoning procedures in a point by point and durable way. 
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Figure 1: 6 thinking hats 

III. CONCLUSION 

Just by perusing about this strategy, one can misconstrue that it won‟t be anything but 

difficult to move our brain starting with one cap then onto the next (starting with one example 

of speculation then onto the next) like a machine or a robot, yet practically speaking, it is a 

considerable measure easier.This system was additionally connected in our Indian Cricket Team 
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too by the then mentor and it got stunning results. This method need not just be utilized as a 

part of expert life, this is similarly compelling in individual life too. This should be possible by 

utilizing a straightforward yet exceedingly capable instrument, Six Thinking Hats ® The creator 

in his doctorate research examines arrangements to meeting top CEOs in the Indian Banking 

and Financial Services Sector to set up if Six Thinking Hats® can without a doubt be connected 

in today‟s thinking process/basic leadership process and gage its viability in the meeting room. 

What's more, if not, is there a superior method to structure the manners of thinking received by 

our pioneers (CEOs) which can be connected by every one of us and can likewise go about as a 

source of perspective point for every single future pioneer. 
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